And although the words "not a day, not a minute, hour," are too high colored, yet I do not hesitate to affirm that it is not uncommon to have the campus, & have students use the upper cement by the students in the mediation rooms, during mediation hours. I have heard it, Prof. Hubbard has heard it, Prof. Hurlburt has heard it, Prof. Leake has heard it, Prof. Service has heard it, Prof. Leake has heard it.

This change of disorders does not include 15 instances. Although rare are not infrequent in the laboratory, yet, I have often student - even before my memory had been written - that from the necessity of the case and the nature of the experiment which he has to perform, such a state of things is reasonable in the chemical chambers.

10. "Does the instructor excuse his charge for the impurities of their conduct, they laugh again; when he orders them to appear before the Faculty, are they in the very presence of the Faculty, they laugh still!"

I state that in the last four weeks, I have seen two or three serious cases of students, for laughing when being represented by the Faculty. I can only recollect the names of two of the delinquents: Mr. R. Bridger on the 11th September, and Mr. B. Smith this very morning.

11. "There are some mediation rooms where such outbreaks much take place; I know one where no noise is ever heard."